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Missing protons in ALICE
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Inspiring quotes

•
E-mail from G. Torrieri, Oct 6, 2011:

I think TOTEM can be really the optimal experiment to test the issues
which I talked about at the HCBM workshop last year, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1012.2790 and also the validity of models
such as Buda-Lund.
Limiting fragmentation in v2 is a VERY weird thing, that as far as I
know NO hydrodynamic model can really describe correctly.   The fact
that dN/dy logarithmic scaling breaks at the LHC, but v2 logarithmic
scaling approximately holds, is very interesting, and one could test
if the break is accompanied by a break limiting fragmentation.  But
one would have to go at high rapidity.

•
Comment from J. Cleymans, December 2011: The Thermal model at LHC

–
http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?confId=163821
Perfect agreement between thermal model predictions and particle yields 
containing strangeness at LHC

–
Measured proton yield below expectations of the Thermal Model

•
Perhaps protons are shifted forward, out from ALICE acceptance?

•
Need PID capabilities in T1 and T2 range to measure dn/dη of p and p

http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?confId=163821
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Limiting fragmentation, dn/dη and v2

In the η   range of T1, T2: limiting fragmentation in p+p in dn/dη  
    check it for PID, and also for Pb+Pb
similar scaling: v2 (elliptic flow, event anisotrophy in φ ,  )
    known to depend also on η   - check it with T1 and T2               
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„Missing protons” at ALICE
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„Missing protons” at ALICE
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Acceptance of ALICE vs TOTEM

Only ALICE can PID protons
at LHC, but only at mid-rapidity
Check if protons leak to forward directions?

 → needs to measure PbPb + PID in T1/T2
e.g. tracking + timing + radhard T1', T2', +energy  with CMS calorimeters
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„Monkey business”

I cannot play these videos - officially.

You can privately view them at
    http://www.invisiblegorilla.com/videos.html

Check out at least the first two.

The Invisible Gorilla:
How our intuitions often deceive us
by C. Chabris and D. Simons 
(Crown Publishers, NY, 2011)

   several case studies, typically outside 
   the domain of science.

   are we scientists more aware ?

http://www.invisiblegorilla.com/videos.html
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Possible QCDiscovery: Fullerenes at LHC

T. Cs, M. Gyulassy, D. Kharzeev , J.Phys.G G30 (2004) L17-L25
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Possible QCDiscovery: Fullerenes at LHC

Most symmetric (stable) configurations: baryon-antibaryon clusters: B+antiB = 24,48,120 
 → PID in T1, T2, or dn/dM, or soft diffraction  with CMS at mid-rapidity
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Discovery potential: mass range

In the mass range estimated yesterday for diffractive production,
p

t
 range about hbar/d ~ 30 - 150 MeV: extremely soft  diffraction
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But rates will be extremely low

STAR recently discovered anti-4He in Au+Au at RHIC, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1103.3312

About a factor of 1000 suppression for each additional baryon.
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Summary: What we need

PID capabilities in T1 and T2 range

measuring p, pbar, n, nbar and their clusters, 
huge statistics or triggers on such clusters

PID also for elliptic flow measurements in T1 and T2 

tracking + timing + E from CMS calorimeters

Monte Carlo, feasibility studies asap needed for

             (very soft, 30 < pt < 200 MeV diffractive production of 
              large baryon+antibaryon clusters up to B+Bbar = 120, 
              mass range of 9 – 150 GeV)
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Bonus: forward physics from RHIC

BRAHMS measurement of a pseudorap dependent  nuclear modification factor in 
d+Au at RHIC at sqrt(s

NN
) = 200 GeV

http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-ex/0403005

BRAHMS, STAR and PHENIX  in d+Au at RHIC at sqrt(s
NN

) = 200 GeV

all observe a difference in midrapidity-forward and forward-forward correlations. 
Interpetation: low-x gluon saturation, consistent with Qsat from HERA
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STAR: gluon sat in  Au at η = 2-4

STAR: Signature of mid-rapidity 
mono-jet production correlated with 

forward production in  d+Au at 
RHIC at sqrt(s

NN
) = 200 GeV

http://arxiv.org/abs/nucl-
ex/0602011
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Bonus: forward physics from RHIC
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Forward physics from PHENIX at RHIC

BRAHMS, STAR and PHENIX  in d+Au at RHIC at sqrt(s
NN

) = 200 GeV

observes a difference in midrapidity-forward and forward-forward correlations. 
Interpetation: low-x gluon saturation.
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Bonus: forward physics from RHIC

BRAHMS, STAR and PHENIX  in d+Au at RHIC at sqrt(s
NN

) = 200 GeV

observes a difference in midrapidity-forward and forward-forward correlations. 
Interpetation: low-x gluon saturation.
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